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QuestaWeb Applications Now Support All Four Major Browsers
User Experience Is Identical across Browsers and Devices

Clark, N.J. -- August 7, 2014 -- QuestaWeb, Inc. (www.questaweb.com), a premier provider of
web-based, integrated Global Trade Management (GTM) solutions, announced today that its
suite of TradeMasterQW applications complies with the latest version of the HTML5 standard.
This comprehensive update includes cross-browser compatibility. QuestaWeb applications are
now compatible with Internet Explorer 8-11, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox and Apple Safari.
Users can therefore expect the same experience regardless of the browser or device employed.
The rollout to QuestaWeb customers follows some 6 months of programming effort retooling
both client-side and server-side coding. Customers who have already transitioned are extremely
pleased with the result.
In addition to the obvious benefits the transition affords customers, QuestaWeb can now take
advantage of many more open source projects. QuestaWeb can better leverage the functionality
of JavaScript to incorporate new features as well as use AJAX’s asynchronous processing
capabilities to create fast, dynamic web pages.
Michael Hayes, HTML Project Leader, QuestaWeb, said, “QuestaWeb prides itself on forging
new pathways in the GTM software space. Recognizing how important it is to our customers
and their staffs to be able to work from remote locations using in-place technology and their
desire to update in-house systems to 2014-era browsers, we expended the considerable
resources necessary to research, test and transition our applications. We believe QuestaWeb is
among the first vendors to take this step. Looking toward the future, QuestaWeb is already
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exploring a move into the world of mobile browsers and touch-friendly websites. We hope to one
day achieve the same level of success in the mobile world that we have already accomplished
on the desktop level.”
About QuestaWeb
QuestaWeb is a premier provider of integrated, web-based global trade management software
solutions. The firm’s business model unifies import, export, logistics, compliance and financial
processes including U.S. Customs clearance, landed costs, Harmonized Tariff Schedule
classifications, export licensing, denied party screening, quota management, product catalog,
tracking, event management and international document repository. The centralized global
database maintains up-to-date compliance content and supports multiple languages, currencies
and time zones. QuestaWeb was one of the first companies certified by U.S. Customs for ABI
electronic connectivity initiatives and the first ACE-certified vendor. The company’s flagship
product, TradeMasterQW Global Trade Management System, proactively manages export and
import processes for importers, exporters, brokers and forwarders. It accelerates the flow of
goods across the global supply chain, reduces inventory and operational costs and ensures
compliance with ever-changing cross-border regulations. To learn more about QuestaWeb,
please visit www.questaweb.com or call 908-233-2300.
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